WUCO Externship Auxiliary Clinical Faculty Benefits

We welcome you as a WUCO faculty member. Your appointment as Auxiliary Clinical Faculty comes with additional benefits. In appreciation for your affiliation you will be able to enjoy the following:

Discounted WUCO Continuing Education

1. 1 and 2 Hour online CE courses – 50% off, no limit
2. General 6-8 hour CE events – 30% off the regular price.
3. Glaucoma 24-Hour On-line Didactic Course – 30% off = $265 discount
4. Glaucoma Grand Rounds with live patients – 30% off = $224 discount
5. New 16-Hour Glaucoma on-line Case Management Course – 30% off = $150 discount

Access to Western University Library Resources

Once you have begun your first student rotation, you may apply for an appointment to Assistant Clinical Instructor or Assistant Clinical Professor with Western University of Health Sciences. Simply notify the Manager of Clinical Education Programs (Kelee Pleticha-Visconti at kpvisconti@westernu.edu) and send her a copy of your CV. You will be notified when the appointment is complete and we will provide you with information on all the in-house and online resources to which you will have access.